
DP991
Detector analógico óptico. Serie 990.

Details

5 Approved response modes for ease of optimisation to different

environments

Rejection of transient signals

Drift compensation to ensure constant sensitivity

360° Alarm visibility

Flashing LED option

Fast alarm reporting

EN54 approved and CPR certified

General

The DP991 is an elegant, slim-line, optical sensor with high

performance analogue addressable features. Compensation for sensor

drift is included as part of the internal signal-processing algorithm.

Optical Smoke Monitor

The optical smoke detectors has an internal pulsing LED and a photo-

diode at an obtuse angle. In clear air conditions the photo-diode in the

monitor receives no light from the LED and produces a corresponding

analogue signal. This signal increases when smoke enters the

chamber and light is scattered onto the photodiode. The signal is

processed by the electronic circuitry and transmitted to the control

equipment in exactly the same way as in the case of the ionisation

smoke monitor.

Drift Compensation

The drift compensation algorithm will compensate for changes in

sensor output caused, for example, by dust in the chamber, and will

therefore hold the sensitivity at a constant level even with severe

chamber contamination. This increased stability is achieved without

significantly affecting the detector’s sensitivity to fire.

Compensation values are stored in nonvolatile memory and will be

retained even if detectors are disconnected.

Unique Addressing

A unique, patented addressing method provides simple, user-friendly

and accurate identification of monitor location whereby a coded card,

inserted in the base, is read by any monitor as it is plugged in. All the

electronic components are in the monitor, but the location information

is held in the base. Addressing errors during maintenance and service

are eliminated. Precoded and pre-numbered address cards are also

available. These address cards simplify and speed up installation and

commissioning.
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Detector analógico óptico. Serie 990.

Technical specifications

General
Indicación de estado 2 clear LEDs (red in alarm)

Eléctrico
Voltaje de
funcionamiento

17 to 28 VDC

Voltaje de comunicación 5 - 9 V (peak to peak)
Consumo de corriente 300 µA (quiescent)

3.5 mA (alarm)

Salida
Ratio y tipo de salida Remote LED output (< 5 mA)

Físico
Dimensiones físicas 100  x 42 mm (Ø x H)
Peso neto 105 g
Color Blanco
Material Policarbonato

Medioambiental
Temperatura de
funcionamiento

-20 to +60°C

Temperatura de
almacenamiento

-40 to +70°C

Humedad relativa 0 to 95% noncondensing
Entorno Interior
Clasificación IP IP44

Estándares y regulaciones
Certificación EN54-7

Environmental
Max. wind (continuous) Not affected

Como empresa innovadora, Carrier Fire & Security se reserva el derecho de modificar las

especificaciones de los productos sin previo aviso. Para conocer las últimas especificaciones de los

productos, visite la Web de es.firesecurityproducts.com o póngase en contacto con su comercial.
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